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FORGE Great Lakes Used Equipment Terms and Conditions of Sale
We are pleased to quote this used equipment for your consideration. We make every effort to provide you with accurate information and
recommendations on used equipment but cannot warranty the performance or specifications of any used equipment unless stated explicitly
on this quote. Forge will assist your company with the implementation and installation of any equipment you purchase at your expense and
option.
The selling price does not include decommissioning of machine, proper preparation for shipment, or rigging out of the current location. The
selling price does not include freight, rigging in to buyer’s facility, hydraulic fluid, installation, start-up, training, or electrical hook-up, unless
otherwise stated. The selling price does not include state or federal taxes, if applicable. Proposed machinery may not meet all specific
federal, state or local codes. Any necessary changes to conform to code compliance, including, but not limited to, special construction,
electrical, hydraulic or pneumatic, is the sole responsibility of the buyer.
PAYMENT TERMS: 100% certified funds via wire transfer 48 hours prior to removal, and all equipment is offered “as is, where is” on floor
from sold location, unless otherwise stated. All equipment is subject to prior sale and is exclusive of any government tax. Equipment
descriptions are intended only as a guide and their accuracy is not guaranteed.

EQUIPMENT SAFETY: It is the buyer’s/users’ responsibility to provide proper safety devices and equipment to safeguard person from harm
resulting from any particular use, operation or set-up, and to adequately safeguard the equipment to conform to all Federal, State and Local
Government Safety standards and all Industrial Standards.
INDEMNIFICATION: Buyer/User agrees to indemnify and hold harmless Seller and Salespersons from any and all claims or liabilities caused
by or arising from the equipment on the face hereof. All equipment quoted is subject to prior sale. It is the purchaser’s responsibility to
verify machine condition, specifications and pay any and all applicable taxes.
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You may also find these Terms and Conditions of Sale at:
http://www.forge-gl.com/used-equipment/forge-used-equipment-terms-and-conditions-of-sale/
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